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QUESTION 1

A customer\\'s NetApp infrastructure is reaching end-of-life (EOL), and they want to inventory their NetApp cluster. The
customer wants to make sure that the proposed technical refresh satisfies their growing data demands. Which two tools
would you use to help with this recommendation? (Choose two.) 

A. Upgrade Advisor 

B. OneCollect 

C. Config Advisor 

D. Active IQ 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

During testing, an administrator notices that the wrong subsystem was returned using the NVMe discover command.
The administrator was expecting test0_subsystem as the subsystem Referring to the exhibit, what would cause the
discrepancy? 

A. The wrong NQN was mapped to the subsystem 

B. The wrong WWPN was used in the discovery command 

C. Asymmetric Namespace Access (ANA) was not properly configured 

D. The NVMe was not configured on the test0 SVM 

Correct Answer: A 

We can discard that ANA was not properly configured becase this is not a problem about multipathing. We can discard
WWPN because this is an NVMe configuration where WWPN is not involved We can discard that NVMe was not
configured because we wouldn\\'t be able to even run that command if that\\'s true Configure the NQN correctly is one of
the steps when we configure NVMe You can find more information on this link: http://senthil-it-
infrastructure.blogspot.com/2020/05/netapp-ontap-97-nvme-configuration- and.html 
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QUESTION 3

You need to configure iSCSI on your existing ONTAP cluster in a new SVM. The iSCSI LUNs will be served over a new
Layer 2 network using the same physical ports that also use the CIFS protocol on a different SVM. 

Which two actions should you perform to accomplish this task? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a new portset. 

B. Create a new VLAN. 

C. Create a new broadcast domain. 

D. Create a new AD object. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

An enterprise customer has both a NetApp FAS8200 4-node cluster and a third-party storage array in a shared SAN
environment. The host servers connect to both storage vendors\\' arrays in the fabric. 

Regarding (he hosts in this scenario, what are- two NetApp best practices when performing this task? (Choose two.) 

A. Set the default timeout values and storage parameters for the host system. 

B. Provide isolation between storage systems using NetApp\\'s multitenancy feature. 

C. Always use the same adapter for heterogeneous storage systems. 

D. Use separate adapters to connect to each vendors\\' storage system. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

You are booting a NetApp storage system for the first time. In which order should the various components be powered
on? 

A. any tape backup devices, disk shelves, network switches, NetApp controller heads 

B. NetApp controller heads, disk shelves, any tape backup devices, network switches 

C. NetApp controller heads, disk shelves, network switches, any tape backup devices 

D. network switches, disk shelves, any tape backup devices, NetApp controller heads 

Correct Answer: D 
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